Laser plasma was produced in a Af=2 flow, in a quiescent standard atmosphere, and in a quiescent air at reduced pressure. The efficiency in producing an explosion was estimated from the shadowgraph images. In the M=2 flow, the efficiency was found 0.4. This value was almost same with that in the quiescent standard atmosphere. However, it decreased in the air at reduced pressure below O.OSMPa.
Introduction
Laser propulsion is expected as an alternative system for the launch at small cost. The air-breathing flight will be most fascinating, since a vehicle has not to load the propellants. Various kinds of laser propulsion system have been proposed. Pirri proposed and tested a thruster with a parabolic shell of revolution. [1] Similar thruster is now investigated by Shall, et al. [2] Another candidate "Light Craft" by Myrabo, et al. has a configuration similar to that of Air-breathing Pulse Detonation Engines, [3 ' 4] and "LITA" is a laser-driven 1 Graduate Student, Department of Advanced Energy, Student member of AIAA (e-mail: mori@al.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp) 2 Associate Professor, Department of Advanced Energy, AIAA member 3 Professor, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, AIAA member Copyright © 2002 the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., all rights are reserved.
Ram-accelerator proposed by Sasoh, et al. [5] In our previous report,^ a conceptual "Far-field thruster" was studied, and its basic characters were investigated by experiments and one-dimensional computations. In the Far-field thruster, a high-power laser pulse is focused at the center of a hemispherical shell of revolution. Consequently, a breakdown occurs and plasma is produced at the focus. The exploding plasma drives a blast wave, which provides an impulsive thrust on the shell. On the other hand, a high-temperature "fireball" remains near the focus for a long period. By designing the shell to be larger than the diameter of the fireball, the thermal load on the shell can be suppressed. This feature of low-thermal load is the most fascinating aspect of the Far-field thruster.
The atmospheric air is loaded from the rear-side at a low-altitude and low-speed flight, and it will be loaded from the front-side at high-altitude and high-speed flight. The configuration of front-loading illustrated in Fig.l can be called a Laser Ramjet. The pulsed-laser beam heats the atmosphere taken through the inlet, and the explosion occurs while the explosion center is blown downstream.
The design rules and the performance estimation for such components as inlet, plasma production chamber, and nozzle are now investigated by means of experiments and CFD simulations. For our final goal, four aspects should be clarified: (a) Efficiency of the inlet, (b) Efficiency in producing the explosion, (c) Nozzle efficiency, and (d) Over-all efficiency of the engine cycle. This paper will discuss especially on (b).
In the experiments on the rear-side loading thrustersj
} the momentum coupling coefficient (the ratio of impulsive thrust to the laser pulse energy) has been measured using a thruster in simple geometries; plane-wall, and conical or parabolic nozzle of revolution. Pirri^] introduced the energy conversion efficiency T] ec , which is the fraction of the input laser energy that is American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics converted into the kinetic energy of the exhausted gas. The momentum coupling coefficient depends both on Y| ec and the exhausted mass. Pirri estimated these two variables respectively for the thruster of parabolic shell. However, the mechanisms of energy loss that determines rjec have not been clarified yet.
In addition, the influence of real flight conditions on the laser-plasma production processes should be investigated: The plasma will be produced in supersonic flows at reduced pressure.
In this study, plasma was produced in a M=2 flow, in the quiescent standard atmosphere, and in a quiescent air at reduced pressure by focusing a CO 2 laser beam. The fraction of laser pulse energy that is converted into the blast wave energy was estimated, and electron density was measured to support the explanation for the dependency of the fraction on the ambient condition.
Shock wave
Laser-produced plasma 
Model description
Some fraction of irradiated laser pulse energy E\ is transmitted through and/or reflected by the plasma, and the other fraction is absorbed in the plasma. The absorbed energy is converted into the expansion work acting on the ambient air, radiative loss, and frozen loss. The expansion work is converted into the kinetic and internal energy in the blast wave, which is equivalent to the explosion source energy, £ s . Efficiency in producing an explosion, r\ s can be expressed as the fraction of E\ that is converted into £ s as,
Spherical blast wave has a self-similar structure, and its propagation is formulated by the theory of point blast explosion. [8] The time-varying radius of shock wave, r(t) is expressed as, Here, | 0 is a constant value depending only on the gas composition, and it is 1.03 for the atmospheric air. p 0 is the ambient density, t is the time after the instantaneous energy input. The theory of point source explosion is valid as far as the shock strength is larger than a threshold pscr/po as, /? s is the pressure of the shock wave, and /? 0 is the ambieet pressure, j is the specific heat ratio (1.4 for the atmospheric air.) The corresponding critical Mach number M CT is 2.27 for air. The critical radius r CT at which the shock wave reaches the critical Mach number corresponds to the boundary between the near-field and the far-field. r cr is a function of the explosion source energy £ s and/? 0 » and from Eq. (2), it is written as, 1/31 (4) From Eq.(4), £ s for air is calculated as, E,-38.8/v er : (5) Since £ s is proportional to the critical volume of the shock compressed air V ct , even when the shock wave propagates elliptically, an equivalent radius r eq is useful to estimate £ s . It corresponds to the radius of the sphere, whose volume is same with that of the elliptic shock wave.
In addition, when t is defined as the period after the laser irradiation begins, the characteristic period for the energy input t Q should be inserted into Eq.(2) as, £ s was estimated by fitting Eq.(6) to the f-r eq profile.
Experimental apparatus and procedures

Laser and focusing optics
A TEA CO 2 pulsed-laser was used in the experiments. The laser pulse energy £ { was lOJ/pulse, and was measured using a joule-meter before and after the experiments. Then, the shot-to-shot fluctuation of the laser pulse energy was maintained below 5% through the experiments. The laser pulse shape measured using a photon-drag detector (Hamamatsu photonics B749) is shown in Fig.2 . A leading-edge spike appears, and an exponentially decaying tail follows. The shape is typical for TEA CO 2 pulse lasers. The full width at half maximum of the spike was 0.12 ±20 ^is, and the decay-constant of the tail was 1.15±0.05 (is. The laser beam is in the high-order multi-transverse mode, and its cross section is a square of 30mm. The equivalent beam diameter was 34mm, which was the diameter of the circular beam having the same cross sectional area as the square beam.
The laser beam was focused in the air using an off-axial parabola mirror, whose focal length was 38.1mm, and the corresponding focusing F-number (s focal length/beam diameter) was 2.2. The mirror reflects an incident laser beam by 90 degrees along the optical axis into the focus. Table 1 .
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Dry air was compressed in a reserver tank up to 0.9MPa, and then, it was blown off the atmosphere through a header, a nozzle, and a test section. Total pressure was monitored in the header during the operation. Irradiation of the laser beam was started when the total pressure decreases to O.SMPa.
The cross section of test section is a square of 40mm. The laser beam was introduced from the topside of the test section through a Zn-Se window.
The plasma was produced also in the quiescent air. The ambient pressure was changed from 0.01 to O.lMPa to investigate the influence of the ambient pressure on %. The pressure was reduced using a rotary pump, and was monitored using a pressure gauge, which was placed at the bottom surface of the test section.
Shadowgraph system
The propagation of shock wave was visualized by means of shadowgraph, and r\ s was estimated in each condition. The shadowgraph system is illustrated in Fig.4 . Pictures were taken using an ICCD camera (Oriel Instruments InstaSpec TM V ICCD detector, Model 77193-5), The image intensifier of the camera was operated as a shutter, and an optical emission from a gap-switch of the laser discharge tube was utilized to trigger the shutter: The strong emission from the gap-switch prior to the laser oscillation is detected by a photo-sensor through an optical fiber. The photo-sensor signal is transmitted to a delay-circuit ( A He-Ne laser was used as a light source for the shadowgraphs. The emission from plasma has been decreased selectively by a band-path filter transmitting the wavelength of 633 ± 10 nm. However, the observed images were the superposition of the shadow of density gradient and the luminescence of plasma. Since the emission coefficient of bremsstrahlung radiation is proportional to the square of electron density, the emitting region in the images would be identical to the plasma one.
Measurement of Electron density
The electron density in the plasma region during the laser irradiance was estimated from the broadening of NI line. Although both the Doppler effect and the Stark effect can be dominant, the Stark broadening prevails in the case of high-electron density. The Stark broadening A^i/2 and the shift A>^ are formulated as, AT e and T are electron density and temperature, respectively. The Electron-impact half width w, relative electron-impact shifts d/w> and ion-broadening parameters a are tabulated by Griem as functions of the temperature. T hree NI spectral lines of 742, 744, and 746 nm wavelength were used, and the electron density was deduced from the fitted Voigt functions using Eqs. (lO) and (11) . Since the dependency of the Stark broadening on the temperature is small, the temperature was assumed 1 eV.
The emission was introduced to a spectrometer PMA-50 (Hamamatsu photonics, Inc.) through an optical fiber. The spectrometer has a focal length of 50cm, and a grating of 1200 grooves/mm. The head of the optical fiber was placed at the side of the test section, and was aligned to detect all the emission from the plasma. The width of the slit placed in front of the grating, was set 20nm, and the exposure period was 0.4ns. The synchronization system was same with that for the shadowgraphs system noted above.
Results and Discussions
Shadowgraph images
The shadowgraph images in the quiescent standard atmosphere are shown in Fig.5 (a) . Laser beam was focused from the top in each picture. After breakdown occurred in the vicinity of the focus, the Laser Supported Detonation (LSD) wave [nl traveled along the laser light channel in the direction opposite to the beam incidence at t<3fj,s-The expansion of the shock wave was observed also in the direction lateral to the laser beam in this regime. As the laser power decayed, the LSD regime was altered to the Laser Supported Combustion (LSC) regime. At fa3^5, the shock wave left the luminous plasma behind, and propagated farther. While the plasma front became to stay, its luminosity was decreased due to the decay in electron density.
The images shown in Fig.5 (b) were taken in the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics M=2 flow. Breakdown and LSD/LSC transition occurred in the flow as well as in the quiescent condition. The shock wave traveled slightly slower than those in the quiescent condition. This is because the ambient density in the M=2 flow was 1.8 times larger than the atmospheric one as noted in Table 1 . The propagation speed of the LSD wave is proportional to the -1/3 powers of the ambient density.
Since the propagation speed of the LSD wave was the order of 10,000m/s, and the flow speed was 510m/s, the effect of the flow itself was not expected significant in the LSD regime. However, the shock wave was blown downstream obviously after the LSD regime, at t * 3^s • As a result, the axis of the elliptically shaped shock wave inclined in the direction opposite to the flow. Since the propagation speed of the shock wave decayed to the order of lOOOm/s after the LSD regime, the effect of the flow was expected to become significant at the stage.
Efficiency in producing an explosion
Estimated r eq is plotted in Fig. 6 for both quiescent air and M=2 flow. r eq in M=2 flow was slightly smaller than that in the quiescent condition. The solid curves in Fig.6 are deduced by fitting Eq.(6) at 3 < t < 10/us -Since t Q was found about 2^is, the heat addition occurred mostly at t ^ 2ps during the LSD regime, and the shock expansion at 3<t<W^s can be considered adiabatic. As a result, E s was found 4.0J in the quiescent condition, and 3.9J, in the M=2 flow.
From t-r^ plots, r\ s was estimated. The relation between T] S and the ambient pressure is shown in Fig.7 . Open circles represent rj s in the quiescent conditions, and closed circles, in the M=2 flow. The dispersion on rj s was estimated less than 0.1. In the quiescent air, rj s increased from 0.2 to 0.5 with the ambient pressure p 0 until 0.08 MPa, and then began to decrease.
In the M=2 flow, r] s was 0.4, which was very close to the value in the quiescent standard atmosphere (po=0.1MPa).
Electron density
The line profile of NI emission is shown in Fig.8 . Three lines were fitted with Voigt functions, and the electron density in the quiescent condition was estimated. The Stark broadening was larger than the wavelength resolution of the spectrometer at J /V e >10 22 m" 3 . Electron density of the plasma produced in the quiescent air is plotted in Fig.9 . At p 0 =0.06 and 0.02MPa, N Q decayed during the LSD regime, and N t at /?o=0.06MPa was always higher than that atp 0 =0.02MPa.
This result suggests that the tendency of r\ s at /? 0 <0.08MPa would be due to increase in N Q and decrease in the transmission loss with/? 0 . In addition, N e at/? 0 =0.1MPa kept a constant level during the LSD regime, and was lower than that at p 0 =0.06MPa. The tendency of TI S at /? 0 >0.08MPa would be due to decrease in N Q with/7 0 -Since the volume of the shock compressed air is proportional to (t-t Q ) 6/5 in the adiabatic regime, the volume of plasma would also be proportional to (t-tof /5 , and its density would decay proportionally to (t-t Q )" 6/5 . The solid curves in Fig. 9 were fitted with the equation, on the measured plots. Since the measured plots and the curves are very close to each other, the decay in N e during the adiabatic regime would be controlled by the volumetric expansion.
N Q for the M=2 flow and the quiescent standard atmosphere is plotted in Fig. 10 . Since N e for both conditions were very close to each other, the fractional absorption would not have been influenced by the flow.
In addition, it was found that the cutoff did not occur since the critical electron density for the cutoff is the order of 10 25 m" 3 for the CO 2 laser beam, whose wavelength is 10.6^01.
Summary
Both the fraction of the laser pulse energy that is converted into the blast wave energy, and the electron density in the M=2 flow were very close to those in the quiescent standard atmosphere.
On the other hand, in the quiescent air at reduced pressure, the fraction had a maximum at the ambient pressure of O.OSMPa. The electron density during the LSD regime also had same dependency on the ambient pressure with that of the fraction.
